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Dirty South beats, Westcoast beats, and some of the most fire rappers out of Atlanta. Hardcore, Gangsta

rhymes to some of the sickest tracks on the dial. Just listen to the first song, and you'll be hooked to Born

Insane. 10 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style Details: Who is Born Insane?

Group Biography Born Insane is an indie rap label out of Atlanta, GA, made up of 3 rap artists and a

producer. The members are Allen Greene, known as Gemini, a solo artist, webmaster, and founder of the

company, Philip Greene, known as HYDROPRO, the producer and director of all music, and Allen

Greene's younger brother, and Christopher  Chamaal Pledger, known as CeeBone and QP of CLP, 2

brothers and the premier rap group of Born Insane. All individually have been making music for years, but

in March of 2005, they have come together to start an independent label and studio in Southeast Atlanta.

Gemini and HYDROPRO, originally from southern California, have been influenced by artists such as

2pac, and Biggy, yet due to their residents, have musically inclined to Atlanta based talents like Outkast,

Lil John, and T.I. CeeBone and QP are Atlanta natives who have grown up listening to southern rap

legends such as UGK, Scarface, and Master P. Collectively, as a group, all of our musical sounds have

generated a buzz, due to the raw and aggressive lyrics, on top of tracks with a west coast melody, yet

southern influenced. Accomplishments Since releasing our 1st Compilation CD: Born Insane Volume 1 on

July 12, we have sold close to 1000 units on the streets of Atlanta and from online sales off our website:

borninsanerecords.com We have performed at a variety of venues and clubs in Georgia, such as Jpauls,

20 Grand, and the Atrium in Atlanta, several clubs in Talboton, GA, several others, all with rave

responses and reviews. Our online Buzz has been great. On Myspace.com, We have been rated #1 in

Georgia indie labels twice, and have remained in the top 10 out of 8,000 Georgia artists online since

previewing our Compilation CD online. Our Goals and Aspirations Collectively, our goal is to land a major
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record deal, or distribution deal from a company or investor willing to give us a chance to be heard on a

greater scale, whether it be locally in the Southern states of the U.S., or nationally. No one here expects

to millionaires overnight, and understands the responsibilities and work required to make our musical

goals a success. We believe we are marketable in several markets, and could sell millions of records with

great Promotion, radio play, and a music video. We also write music and have experience producing

music using the latest technology in the industry today, which could be an asset to any company willing to

invest in Born Insane. We have sold our music online and on the street, and are aware of who our

general market is, and what they look for in Rap Music.
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